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Players can get stuck in video games, which impedes their process to their goal and results in unfavorable
outcomes like negative emotions, impediments of flow, and obstacles for learning. Currently, it is not easily
possible to assess if a player is stuck, as no widely accepted definition of "being stuck" in games exists. We
conducted 13 expert interviews and a systematic literature review with 104 relevant papers selected from
4022 candidates. We present a definition of "being stuck" that conceptualizes the state as a continuum and
contextualize it within related concepts. Our stuck continuum can be applied to regulate the player’s stuck
level. We propose a taxonomy of measures that are useful for the detection of the level of stuckness and
discuss the effectiveness of countermeasures. Our stuck concept is crucial for game developers creating an
optimal player experience in games.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Video games are increasingly used for leisure as well as educational activities [31, 118]. To achieve
a game’s purpose to be fun, it is important that players can continuously perform valuable in-game
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actions to overcome challenges [2, 45, 46, 160], which should be not too easy nor too hard [95], so
that all players can reach their personal goal. If not, players can find themselves stuck. Stuck players
might stop playing and churn [64, 93], which game developers want to prevent [33]. Therefore,
games should be able to recognize situations in which players are in a stuck state and provide
assistance to overcome an obstacle without diluting the challenge [62].
Despite its apparent prevalence, it is unclear how to detect if a player is stuck, or even what "being
stuck" exactly means, as exemplified by the lack of a widely accepted definition in games. This is
surprising, as negative states for players (e.g., player frustration and churn [64, 93]) are frequently
associated with stuck players. A variety of concepts of the player experience (PX) appear useful for
the conceptualization of being in a stuck state. Flow describes a state of optimal experience that
occurs when challenges and skills are optimally balanced between boredom and anxiety [38, 39]. We
will show that flow in games is antithetical to the state of "being stuck", as a player who is stuck is
very likely not experiencing a flow state, but how it is not its exact opposite. In an affective gaming
context, human emotions are considered important for PX [188] and might occur when players
experience the stuck state. However, measuring emotions such as frustration has its limitations for
assessing if players experience stuck (see types of frustration [64] and the paradox of failure [82, 83],
which show that short periods of frustration can be necessary for an overall enjoyable PX). Using
only the players’ performance is also not sufficient, as personal skills and personal demands such
as experience, knowledge, or interest (see Nguyen et al. [122]) influence when a player actually
reaches the stuck state. These examples show that there are concepts that describe characteristics
of the player’s state occurring when entering a stuck state. However, these constructs do not fully
capture the nature of this state, as they are conceptualized differently. This suggests the need for a
better understanding of the state of "being stuck". To investigate this problem, we investigated the
following research questions (RQs):
•
•
•
•

RQ 1: What are frequently used terms for "being stuck" in games?
RQ 2: How can the state of "being stuck" in games be defined?
RQ 3: How can games detect if players are stuck?
RQ 4: How can games help players when stuck?

To answer these RQs, we conducted expert interviews and a systematic literature review (SLR).
With the interviews, we gathered an initial understanding of the state of "being stuck". They resulted
in two lists of terms related to the state of "being stuck" and how to measure it. These terms were
used to define the search query for the SLR. The SLR was based on the PRISMA guidelines [111, 112].
We selected the three databases ACM Digital Library [9], IEEE Xplore [78], and Science Direct [52],
to search for relevant publications, resulting in an initial set of 4022 papers. We defined exclusion
and inclusion criteria and reduced the number of relevant publications to 181 in the initial abstract
screening phase. Relevant information was then coded in a second phase of full-text screening.
Finally, we considered 104 publications as relevant for the synthesis to answer our RQs.
In our SLR results, we show which terms related to the state of "being stuck" were used by the
considered publications. To measure the players’ stuck level, we provide a taxonomy categorizing
measurement techniques stated in the 104 included papers using physiological data, gameplay data,
and questionnaires. Further, we summarize existing stuck countermeasures and their effectiveness
in helping players who are stuck.
We then discuss how existing concepts such as flow, challenge and difficulty, affective state,
engagement, progress and performance, and cognitive load are related to the stuck state. Following
this and summing up all the findings of the interviews and the SLR, we provide a definition for the
state of "being stuck" as a continuous subjective state that occurs when a player cannot reach the
personal goal. Furthermore, we introduce a continuum based on our stuck definition that shows the
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players’ stuck level, i.e., the degree of "being stuck", and propose a game-specific implementation
thereof.
The main contributions of our work are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

A list of terms relevant to the state of "being stuck".
A taxonomy of measures useful for the detection of the player’s stuck level.
An overview of countermeasures and their effectiveness in reducing the player’s stuck level.
A definition of a stuck concept in games including a stuck level continuum.

These contributions are crucial for instructors who use games in education to have a profound
way of detecting and intervening when students get stuck, for games themselves to detect if players
get stuck (e.g., for automatically adjusting game features), and for game developers to guide the
implementation of game mechanics that do not result in states that could negatively affect PX or
learning outcomes.
2

RELATED WORK

An initial literature search showed that our stuck research is related to previous work on various
concepts of PX, such as flow, affective state, and challenge (see Mekler et al. [109]).
The definition of flow by Csikszentmihalyi [38–40] describes a state of optimal experience
between boredom and anxiety. To reach flow, Csikszentmihalyi [39] defined eight conditions such
as having the chance to complete the task, having a clear goal, getting immediate feedback, and
losing track of time. The flow state is also important for education and the learning experience [91],
as it prevents mental over- and underload [61] and provides a positive influence on memorization
and comprehension [53]. Further, flow is linked with terms such as concentration, challenge, and
skill, which was shown by Sweetser et al. with their GameFlow model [162–164]. Fu et al. [59]
introduced an extended version called EGameFlow for e-learning. We conclude that flow as a player
state, or more precisely the lack thereof, can be an important measure for detecting if a player is
stuck because it is based on goal-orientation and challenge-skill balance.
Affective state is generally considered important for the experience of games, e.g., in its operationalization for game enjoyment [109]. Regardless of conceptualization into dimensions like
valence, arousal or dominance [58, 145], or emotional states like frustration [64] and uncertainty [137, 138], it is evident that affective responses are important measures for how players
experience games. As such, it makes sense to assume that the experience of "being stuck" in a game
results in emotional responses, e.g., in frustration, that might be useful for defining the state of
"being stuck".
Challenge is often linked to difficulty and performance. An appropriate level of these results
in better PX during gameplay [43, 57], while learning performance and efficiency can benefit,
too [121]. This is achieved by avoiding boring or frustrating game situations [57, 178] and by
creating a level of challenge that matches the players’ skills [43, 44]. Considering that players
might feel stuck in situations where challenges are higher than their skills, there is an apparent
link between the state of "being stuck" and the degree of challenge, suggesting its value as a useful
indicator. The emotional perception of challenge is conceptualized with the concept of perceived
challenge [45, 46], describing a PX state.
The concepts flow, affective state, and challenge show that multiple concepts exist to describe
the player state or PX. The definition of flow also uses the concepts of challenge and emotions
to describe their targeted state [40]. This ambiguous usage of concepts in the context of player
states and PX and the lack of a stuck definition highlights the necessity of a holistic definition
of "being stuck" and a proper contextualization in light of existing concepts. An overview about
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related concepts for player state and PX was necessary for this, leading us to conduct a SLR. To
prepare it, we started with expert interviews to set the appropriate scope of the SLR.
3

PRELIMINARY EXPERT INTERVIEWS

We used expert interviews (1) to confirm the need to describe the state of "being stuck", (2) to align
the direction of this research and our understanding of this state with multiple experts, and (3) to
verify the relevance of our RQs.
3.1

Participants

We recruited 13 experts (4 female, 9 male), who were between 27 to 41 years old (M = 33.6, SD = 4.6),
through personal and professional contacts choosing experts with human-computer interaction
(HCI) background (n = 7), serious games background (n = 3), and psychological and pedagogical
background (n = 3). Two had professional experience working in the games industry, and ten had
experience with educational games.
3.2

Method

We conducted semi-structured expert interviews in preparation for the SLR in a similar way as
Brereton et al. [23]. The interviews had two parts. During the first part, we let our participants rate
terms related to the state of "being stuck" on a 7-point Likert scale. We used these terms to define
the search query for our SLR, as described later. The second part was a semi-structured interview
asking the experts regarding their opinion about the state of "being stuck". We used these findings
as additional input for the SLR and the main synthesis.
All interviews were conducted by the lead author. The questions were asked in English, but the
experts were free to answer in English or their native language. All interviews were conducted
online and audio recorded. Interviews lasted between 15 and 38 minutes (M = 26.8, SD = 8.3).
Demographics were collected at the beginning.
3.2.1 Part 1: Rating Terms Related to the State of "Being Stuck". Our goal was to find frequently
used terms for states that coincide with the state of "being stuck" and that may have been used in
publications to describe a state in which users are stuck without using the specific term stuck. The
result was a list of terms that can be used to create a search query to find relevant papers for the SLR.
First, and not to bias the experts, we asked them to provide relevant terms themselves, which we used
to extend our list. Then, using previous works, we presented an initial list of terms that we deemed
relevant: Challenge [45, 46, 59, 90, 104], Difficulty [5, 104], Emotion [57, 58, 142], Engagement [5, 90,
92, 104, 126, 142, 157], Enjoyment [59, 157], Flow [57, 59, 90, 92, 104, 157], Frustration [104, 126, 142],
Immersion [3, 59, 92], Player State [104, 157], Presence [3, 92], Progress [58, 126], Skill Level [41, 90],
and Stress [135, 136]. We asked each expert to rate these terms regarding their relevance to "being
stuck" on a 7-point Likert scale, from 1 (= "not relevant") to 7 (= "very relevant").
The same approach was used to find related terms for the detection of stuck players. This would
be another important part of our search query in answering RQ 3, "How can games detect if players
are stuck?". We used the following initial list of terms gained from related work and extended it
dynamically as well: Assess [58, 126, 142], Define [57, 58], Detect [58, 142], Determine [58, 143],
Measure [58, 126, 142], and Recognize [58, 142].
3.2.2 Part 2: Asking the Experts Regarding Their Opinion about the State of "Being Stuck". We
asked our experts questions about when they feel stuck in games, how they would describe such
situations, and how they think it is possible to determine this. Additionally, we asked them about
their professional background. Those with experience in educational games were asked additionally
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to answer the questions in relation to educational games and to state similarities and differences
between educational/serious games and leisure games in respect to the state of "being stuck".
We decided to add additional questions regarding educational games due to their different goals
compared to leisure games, as leisure games are played for fun and educational games for learning.
Therefore, we assumed that this may affect the stuck state differently and wanted to know our
experts’ opinion on this. We did not add additional questions for game types or genre, as this has
no influence on the overall goals, fun or learning, defining why a game is played and was, therefore,
already covered by our questions.
The lead author conducted a reflexive inductive thematic analysis similar to Braun and Clarke [21,
22] to analyze the answers based on the interview notes, which were taken during the interviews
and completed afterward using the audio recordings. No coding framework is required for this
approach, and it can be conducted by one person [22]. Due to repeating answers and as we had
gained a fundamental understanding of our experts’ opinions regarding the state of "being stuck"
and related terms, we stopped recruiting experts after 13 interviews.
3.3

Terms Rating Results

The following two sections show how the experts rated the terms related to the state of "being
stuck" and terms related to the detection of it. These terms were used as base for the search query
of the SLR.
3.3.1 Terms Related to the State of "Being Stuck". The following terms were mentioned by our
experts and added to the list after verifying with a subsequent literature check that they were
actually used in related work in the context of a stuck-related state: Motivation [90, 126, 142],
Resignation [42], Helpless [66], Usability [191], Proper Instructions [90, 92, 154], Confusion [194],
Surrender [42], and Spatial Orientation [87, 149].
Figure 1a shows the results of the 7-point Likert scale survey (1 = "not relevant" - 7 = "very
relevant") of related terms. All terms were rated by all 13 experts, except those that were suggested
by them and then only rated by themselves and the upcoming interviewees.
To tailor our search query for the SLR to the most relevant ones and use not more than ten terms,
we chose to exclude all that had a rating below the median (= 5, gray bars in Figure 1a). Usability
was excluded as well because it is related to a very broad field of user interface (UI) research, not
always linked to the state of "being stuck" such as UI design standards [108, 173].
3.3.2 Terms Related to Detecting the State of "Being Stuck". As before, the following terms were
named by our experts as related terms regarding stuck detection and added to the list after verifying
with a subsequent search that they were actually used in related work in the context of measuring
a stuck-related state: Game Analytics [126], Evaluation [98], Sensing [100], and Discovering [101].
Figure 1b shows the results of the 7-point Likert scale survey from 1 (= "not relevant") to 7
(= "very relevant") of related terms regarding stuck detection. All terms were rated by all 13 experts,
except those that were suggested by them and then only rated by themselves and the upcoming
interviewees.
As with the terms related to the state of "being stuck", we wanted to limit the list for the search
query to the most relevant ones. Because the list included only ten terms, we excluded all that
had a rating below the rank of the first quartile (= 4.7) instead of the median. This list is shown in
Figure 1b. Evaluation was excluded, as it is a term frequently used in empirical contributions and
does not automatically imply a measurement.
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Motivation
Resignation
Frustration
Progress
Helpless (n = 10)
Flow
Usability (n = 9)

Proper Instructions (n = 12)
Engagement
Emotion
Challenge

Measure

Confusion (n = 11)

Game Analytics (n = 8)

Surrender

Detect

Stress

Assess

Difficulty

Evaluation (n = 11)

Immersion

Recognize

Player State

Determine

Enjoyment

Define

Spatial Orientation (n = 12)

Sensing (n = 9)

Presence

Discovering (n = 11)

Skill Level
1

Median

2

3

4

Included

5

Excluded

6

1

7

Q1

2

3

4

Included

5

6

7

Excluded

Fig. 1. During the interviews, all 13 experts were asked to rate (a) "being stuck" related and (b) "being stuck"
detection related terms on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (= "not relevant") to 7 (= "very relevant"). Terms
that were added based on experts’ suggestions between interviews were only rated by themselves and the
upcoming interviewees. For those, the number of raters is stated in brackets. Standard deviation is reported
as error bars.

3.4

Thematic Analysis Results

To define the themes, we applied the six phases of thematic analysis suggested by Braun and
Clarke [21]. We used the flexibility of the thematic analysis to present our four themes as stories, including multiple references to participants’ statements for good quality (see Braun and
Clarke [21, 22]). The themes are numerically numbered and provide an overview about the (1)
Experts’ Understanding of the State of "Being Stuck", if our experts think if there are (2) Similarities
and Differences Between Educational and Leisure Games Regarding the "Being Stuck" State, and how
(3) Detecting the State of "Being Stuck" is possible. They further show the (4) Experts’ Definition of
the State of "Being Stuck". These findings are used as additional input for the main synthesis of
the SLR, which is why we describe the themes here, but present their synthesis with the findings
from the SLR later in the paper. The themes should not be viewed standalone due to the thematic
analysis method’s interpretive nature, but they were useful for the preparation and synthesis of the
SLR.
3.4.1 Theme 1: Experts’ Understanding of the State of "Being Stuck". The experts stated that to be
stuck is a feeling (P1, P2, P5, P10). This feeling is caused by reasons such as not reaching your goal
(P5) or when "... the actual results of my input do not match with my [expected] results." (P6). There
was a common agreement in the answers of P1, P4, P5, P8, P10, P11, P13 that "being stuck" describes
a state in which players are unable to proceed or find a solution for a problem. The problem itself
could be logical or skill-based. Possible results are repetitive player actions or a not goal-oriented
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"try and error [approach]" (P13). P7 stated that it is related to time and progress: "If you are stuck for
a certain period of time ... it is difficult to motivate yourself to continue ... and I find it very frustrating."
P1 mentioned that this is related to the individual patience and perseverance of a player. P1: "I must
admit I am a very impatient player. So I try [to solve a problem] only a few times. When I have the
chance, I start asking others questions or search the internet for solutions." Feedback helps P1 to limit
impatience. P10 also recommends game feedback as otherwise, players do not know if they are
doing things right. This results in a drop of attention (P10).
Another reason for getting stuck was seen in missing or unclear instructions so that players
do not know what to do (P2, P3, P4, P9, P11, P12). P9: "[I feel stuck] when the goals are unclear, i.e.
when I do not know what I am supposed to achieve." P12 stated that "[I am stuck] when game controls
are not self-explaining". Therefore, a tutorial at the beginning of the game is essential (P12). Poor
usability can be another reason (P8, P9, P11, P13). P8: "[Imagine] a situation when players have to
solve a task but do not know which navigation options they have in the game and which actions they
can perform." This was also linked to poor level design (P3, P12). Players who cannot find the right
way or get lost cannot proceed either. This means that it is not only possible to get stuck due to
logical or skill-based reasons, it is also possible to feel stuck due to disorientation.
3.4.2 Theme 2: Similarities and Differences Between Educational and Leisure Games Regarding the
"Being Stuck" State. All ten experts who had experience with educational games were encouraged
to consider similarities and differences between educational and leisure games in their replies to
our questions. The experts stated that educational games are often more complex and provide more
possibilities to get stuck (P6, P12), like getting overwhelmed by too much content or being too
difficult (P6, P7, P13). It should be considered that the learning unit should always match with the
player’s prior knowledge so that they can successfully learn and complete it (P13).
P1, P3, and P7 considered being stuck mostly similar in educational and leisure games. P8 and P9
added that the game itself (e.g., genre or task) has more influence on getting stuck than the context
being educational or leisure. According to P13, stuck in educational games is more likely caused by
a lack of knowledge, while lack of skill might be the reason for getting stuck in leisure games. As
our experts identified no major differences between educational and leisure games regarding the
stuck state, we do not distinguish between them in the following and generalize our findings.
3.4.3 Theme 3: Detecting the State of "Being Stuck". As game researchers, our experts were familiar
with the stuck state, but none of them had explicitly conducted research phrased as stuck research.
Nevertheless, most of them (P1, P3, P4, P5, P8, P9, P10, P12, P13) stated that game mechanics could be
analyzed to check if milestones were reached in relation to a time interval to detect stuck players.
Games could track player behavior for repetitive actions (P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P10, P11, P13), count the
number of failures (P7), measure idle time (P11), detect disengagement to the task "[when a player]
looks around questioningly" (P10) or the usage of available help functions (P11). Physiological data
could be used for the detection too (P1, P4, P5, P9), such as skin conductance, heart rate, body
posture, eye-tracking, or button pressure level and provide information about the users’ emotions.
Disoriented, and therefore stuck players, could be detected by the player’s movement trajectory
(P3), observing the player’s position during a time period, as done by Kepplinger et al. [87] or
Schertler et al. [149]. Time can be a stuck indicator in this case, but this has to be treated with
caution, as players could just be looting (P1).
3.4.4 Theme 4: Experts’ Definition of the State of "Being Stuck". We summarized the answers of the
experts and define that "being stuck"
(1) means that players are not able to reach their goal (P1, P3, P4, P8, P11, P12),
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(2) is accompanied with negative emotional states (P5, P10), such as confusion (P2) and frustration
(P6, P7), as well as mental overload (P9),
(3) and is not a binary state and should be described as a continuum (P13).
This definition is applicable to leisure games as well as educational games. We do not distinguish
between these types in the following as our experts stated no relevant differences between them
regarding the stuck state.
3.5

Discussion

Our thematic analysis confirms that the state of "being stuck" is widely considered important but
not well-defined and described somewhat differently. Stuck-related aspects were seen to apply
to leisure and educational games in the same way, as only minor differences regarding tasks and
topics exist, and the reasons to get stuck are mostly the same. Therefore, we did not explicitly
distinguish between these two types of games in our SLR, and will discuss previous work regarding
leisure and educational games together. Further important insights were that it is a user and
game-specific subjective feeling, which requires user and game-specific methods to detect it. This
information helped us to get a common understanding of the stuck state that is in line with our
experts’ understanding.
The analysis confirms the relevance of our RQs, as they clearly address the relevant topics
identified by our themes and the need for a SLR to cover this wide field by analyzing publications
systematically and providing an overview. The identified themes guided us through the SLR.
Especially important was the rating of the related terms by the experts, which we used to define
the search query.
4

SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW

The expert interviews provided a basic understanding of the state of "being stuck", but to answer
our RQ 1, "What are frequently used terms for "being stuck" in games?", RQ 2, "How can the state of
"being stuck" in games be defined?", RQ 3, "How can games detect if players are stuck?", and RQ 4,
"How can games help players when stuck?", further information was necessary.
Based on the related terms identified by the experts, our goal was to elaborate a detailed and
comprehensive overview of works on the feeling of "being stuck" even if they only indirectly
address the respective feeling. Therefore, we needed a structured, objective, and replicable but
also broad as well as detailed literature search to cover all relevant works. We decided to apply
a SLR, as it matched our requirements. It is considered a methodically rigorous, comprehensive,
transparent, and replicable method to analyze literature by simultaneously minimizing subjectivity
and bias [111, 155]. It further relies on a search query that can be based on the terms identified by
our experts.
4.1

Method

The SLR process of this work is based on the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) guidelines proposed by Moher et al. [111, 112], as well as the processes
presented by Kitchenham and Brereton [94], and Tsafnat et al. [174]. Their guidelines were iteratively merged and tailored to our research topic. Our process is visualized in Figure 2 and consists
of an identification step, a two-step paper screening part, and a conclusive synthesis. The following
sections present the process steps in detail so that it could be reproduced by other researchers.
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Publications included
in synthesis
(n = 104)

Fig. 2. This flow chart shows our SLR process. It is based on the PRISMA guidelines proposed by Moher
et al. [111] and tailored to our needs. It had the purpose to exclude papers so that only the most relevant
remained for the synthesis.

4.2

Identification

To identify relevant papers, we created a database query. Following Tsafnat et al. [174], the first
step in preparing the database query was the definition of the motivation and the RQs described
in our introduction. This step followed the previously described expert interviews, conducted to
prepare the SLR. Based on the expert interviews, we created a single search query that combines
the identified keywords using Boolean algebra:
(Stuck OR Motivation OR Resignation OR Frustrat* OR Progress OR Helpless* OR Flow OR Instruction OR Engage* OR Emotion*)
AND
(Measure* OR Analy* OR Detect* OR Assess* OR Recogn* OR Determin*)
AND
(Game OR Gaming OR Gamification)
There are three OR blocks connected with AND. The first block ensures that each result at least
contained a term of relevance regarding our scope to investigate "being stuck". The second block
requires a result to contain some form of measurement or assessment in our defined context. For
both these aspects, we used the keywords defined in the interview section (see Figure 1). The
last block requires a result to contain game, gaming, or gamification. We added this block to find
game-related publications, as our focus included the detection of stuck players. Combinations of
terms should be allowed, whereas related keywords are connected with an inclusive OR. Wildcards
are used for keywords with a unique root.
We selected the three databases ACM Digital Library [9], IEEE Xplore [78], and Science Direct [52],
covering venues such as proceedings from Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems
(CHI), CHI Play, IEEE Transactions on Games, and Computers in Human Behavior and defined three
search criteria that were applied directly in the database search: (1) A publication had to be written
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in English. (2) It had to be a peer-reviewed full paper which excluded extended abstracts and
works in progress. (3) Only publication title and abstract were searched similar to Pai et al. [129],
Zawacki-Richter et al. [192], and Bargas-Avila et al. [11], as those have to contain an overview of
all relevant content of the paper.
The search results were downloaded from the databases with the previously stated query. After
removing duplicates with Zotero [37], 4022 papers remained (825 ACM DL (20.5 %), 1,857 IEEE
Xplore (46.2 %), 1,340 Science Direct (33.3 %)). To verify that the search results obtained appropriate
papers, we checked if they included relevant papers already known to us. This could be verified, as
the defined papers for ACM DL [58, 126], IEEE Xplore [157, 186], and Science Direct [92, 147, 154,
183] were found.
4.3 Abstract Screening
Before we started screening the 4022 abstracts, we first defined the inclusion and exclusion criteria
that we applied.
4.3.1 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. We defined two mandatory inclusion criteria for the abstract
screening phase: (1) "being stuck" related term and (2) interactive software application. If a paper
should be included, both mandatory criteria must be true. Criteria (1) was true when the paper
used or described at least one method or concept that we identified as capable to support detecting
when a player is stuck. The method or concept had to be used in the context of a game, or a related
measurement had to be conducted with some sort of interactive software, which ensures relevance
for digital games, to fulfill criteria (2). Further labels were coded but not used in the synthesis.
Labels were not set for papers that could be excluded based on their title.
4.3.2 Method. Sysrev [79] was used as an online platform for this screening phase, as it offers
tools for collaborative screening of large amounts of publications. The Sysrev project is public1 to
enable future use of the review data in other research projects and to allow researchers to view our
work in detail. The abstract screening was conducted by three of the authors.
To create a common understanding of the inclusion and exclusion criteria, the first 20 papers
were collaboratively reviewed. A subset of 79 papers was then reviewed by all three to assess
agreement. To check inter-rater agreement, 𝑝 0 was calculated according to Fleiss [55] (= 93.2 %),
which denotes high agreement [30, 54]. The eight conflicts were discussed and resolved, resulting
in a refined version of the common understanding. Kappa [35, 36] was not used to assess inter-rater
agreement, as according to Feinstein and Cicchetti [30, 54], it is not appropriate for a substantial
imbalance in the table’s marginal totals. The remaining papers were then rated individually. If a
rater was not sure if a paper should be included or excluded, it was flagged for group discussion.
This was the case for 32 papers.
4.3.3 Results. In total, 181 papers were included (50 ACM DL (27.6 %), 69 IEEE Xplore (38.1 %), 62
Science Direct (34.3 %)). A spreadsheet was created with one row for each paper, and a code book
was defined for the full-text screening, representing our topics of interest for the synthesis. The code
book included the contributions according to Wobbrock and Kientz [185], free-text descriptions of
contributions, used terms related to the state of "being stuck", measurement and countermeasures
of stuck, their impact, the used platform/type of system, the RQs, study details, the education topic
(if applicable), and the exclusion criteria if a paper was rated as not relevant after the full-text
1 https://sysrev.com/u/2468/p/34483

| This public project was used during abstract screening. It provides access to all 4022
screened paper metadata, including the abstract, and shows how we labeled the papers. Statistics can be shown, and filters
can be used to show dedicated papers of interest.
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screening. We provide the spreadsheet with all 181 included papers as supplementary material so
that researchers can access our raw data and use it for future research.
4.4

Full-Text Screening

In preparation of the full-text screening, a rating guideline was defined to get similar results between
raters.
4.4.1 Method. The three raters continued in this screening phase. A guideline was created to organize the individual parallel review of the three raters and the code book usage. One initial paper was
rated together in the beginning to generate a common understanding. Then, six randomly selected
papers (two per database) were rated individually, and inter-rater agreement was qualitatively
checked in a discussion similar to Tyack and Mekler [176], and Robinson et al. [140]. This resulted
in a refined version of the common understanding and the addition of a platform/type of system
column before finalizing the code book. The remaining 174 papers were reviewed individually,
whereas 25 of them were marked for a concluding group discussion.
4.4.2 Results. Of the 181 included papers, 104 papers were marked as relevant for the synthesis
(23 ACM DL (22.1 %), 43 IEEE Xplore (41.3 %), 38 Science Direct (36.5 %)). 77 papers were excluded
after the full-text screening. All exclusion reasons are stated in the supplementary spreadsheet.
For example, papers were excluded that are themselves SLRs with no own theoretical contribution
regarding stuck-related concepts or used these concepts in situations our experts and we would
not consider as a stuck state. Analyzing the publication dates of relevant papers, there is a positive
trend for the number of publications that are related to "being stuck" (see Figure 3), showing the
increasing relevance of the research domain in recent years. The 104 papers were published in 62
distinct venues. While 45 venues (72.6 %) only appeared once, 17 venues (27.4 %) were represented
by multiple publications. The seven most common venues were Computers & Education (13 papers),
Computers in Human Behavior (9 papers), Entertainment Computing (5 papers), Conference on Human
Factors in Computing Systems (CHI) (3 papers), Frontiers in Education (FIE) (3 papers), International
Conference on Serious Games and Applications for Health (SeGAH) (3 papers), and Conference on
Computational Intelligence and Games (CIG) (3 papers). This distribution confirms that concepts
related to "being stuck" are considered mostly in educational and games research.
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Fig. 3. All 104 publications included in the synthesis are shown here by their publication year. The yellow
trend line shows a linear increase, which indicates that our research topic has a growing interest during the
last years. As this work was done in 2020, the number for 2020 is not final.

5

RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of the synthesis based on the 104 papers that were selected
as relevant to answer our RQs. We start with an overview of the included papers by providing a
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list of all stuck-related terms and a description of how they were used. As they often measure the
used state, we continue by presenting a taxonomy of stuck-related measurement techniques. As
some papers developed approaches to prevent the unwanted stuck-related states, we conclude by
providing an overview of countermeasures.
5.1

Terms Related to the State of "Being Stuck"

The first part of the synthesis consisted of coding publications regarding the use of terms related to
the state of "being stuck". For example, we added a code for performance only if there was a clear
connection to a related state or concept such as a player’s in-game performance, and not just a
description of, e.g., a software’s technical performance. Another goal of the coding was to discover
whether the terms identified in the expert interviews reappeared in the SLR, how frequently they
were used, and if there were additional terms not stated by our experts.
In total, we found 75 related terms. While 39 terms (52.0 %) appeared only once, we coded 36
terms (48.0 %) at least twice2 . We created a list of the 23 most relevant terms and a side-by-side
comparison with the expert interview terms (see Figure 4). All terms with a relative frequency
greater than 1.0 % were selected. These were 19 in total. We further selected four additional terms
for the figure, as they were mentioned as relevant by the experts to allow side-by-side comparison:
immersion, confusion, presence, and spatial orientation. As we will show in the discussion, we based
our "being stuck" state definition on many of these terms and, therefore, show how they were used
in the included papers.
5.1.1 Flow Theory. The most frequently used concept with 12.6 % was flow (see Figure 4) initially
introduced by Csikszentmihalyi in 1975 [38] and extended by him and others in the following
years [39, 40, 124]. It was used by educational games to optimize learning. Liu et al. [103] compared
a game and a traditional lecture for teaching computational problem solving and showed that
flow is higher when using the game, had an influence on the used learning strategy, and increased
motivation. Flow is further in line with the players’ acceptance of a game, as shown by Hou and
Li [73]. Therefore, Kiili et al. [92] created a flow framework to analyze the quality of educational
games and their learning experience.
Flow itself can be increased by allowing players to be self-directed, as shown by Hsu [75] and
Chen and Sun [29]. Sanjamsai and Phukao [147] stated that flow in games can have the dimensions
cognitive flow and emotional flow. Chanel et al. [28] used boredom, engagement, and anxiety
as indicators and adjusted the game difficulty accordingly to maintain flow. This is in line with
Csikszentmihalyi [38–40] who also identified multiple influencing factors. This shows that flow
theory is linked with further concepts found with our SLR.
5.1.2 Challenge and Difficulty. Challenge (7.2 %) and difficulty (7.5 %) are the next two most
frequently found concepts. They are often linked and influence the experience of a player (see [4, 6–
8, 12, 14, 19, 27, 41, 67, 80, 96, 127, 133, 148]). Hung et al. [76] have shown that an adequate difficulty
in educational games results in the best learning performance. This is in line with Sampayo-Vargas
et al. [146], who showed that learning is best with a dynamic difficulty adjustment (DDA) game.
The DDA approach is similar to the approaches of Chanel et al. [28] previously shown in the flow
theory section, who tried to keep the flow state by providing a perfect relation between challenge
and emotions such as boredom or anxiety. The link of challenge and emotions is described with the
perceived challenge (see Denisova et al. [45, 46]) and used by Hardy et al. [67], who investigated
what is perceived as a challenge in games and how this is related to the difficulty level. This shows
2 See

the column ""being stuck" related terms" in the supplementary spreadsheet.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of expert interview terms (left) and the most frequently used terms related to the state of
"being stuck" in the SLR (right). The relative frequencies of the SLR terms are shown in descending order.
The order of the interview terms reflects their relevance stated by the experts also in descending order. Each
term from the expert interviews that reoccurred in the SLR is highlighted with a color and connected with its
counterpart.

how challenge and flow are in relation to each other, which also can be seen by the definition of
Csikszentmihalyi [40].
In the context of challenge and difficulty, we also found the works of Anderson et al. [7], Yang et
al. [187], and Sun et al. [161], who used the word stuck when challenge or difficulty was imbalanced
but did not define the stuck state.
5.1.3 Affective State. Affective state, which is common in different ways like with specific emotions
(5.1 %), or concepts like mood, and core affect [50], was frequently used, with different terms
comprising several emotions (see Figure 4): frustration (6.2 %), boredom (3.5 %), anxiety (2.7 %),
anger (1.1 %), or enjoyment (1.1 %). Emotion recognition was often used for DDA with automatic
as well as self-reported approaches [19, 28]. Frommel et al. [57] used self-reported emotions for
DDA and showed that this increases PX compared to constant or increasing difficulty approaches.
Frommel et al. [58] further reported automatic approaches considering input and performance
features to detect the emotional state. Further automatic approaches were shown by Mostefai
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et al. [114] by considering the personality type and the playing style as well as game events. As
previously stated, Chanel et al. [28] showed that there is a link between emotions, challenge, and
flow theory.
5.1.4 Engagement. Engagement (6.4 %; see Figure 4) can be split according to Abbasi et al. [1] into
cognitive, affective, and behavioral engagement. Psaltis et al. [139] extracted features of cognitive
and behavioral engagement based on players’ interaction with the game. Engagement was also
used for DDA (see Chanel et al. [28]), which shows that engagement is often used together with
other concepts such as affective state [27, 28], challenge [141, 167], or flow [28]. The versatility of
engagement with multiple possible measurement techniques can also be seen in Figure 5 that we
will describe in the next section.
5.1.5 Progress and Performance. Progress (5.1 %) and performance (5.4 %) can be used to detect
the stuck state (see Figure 4) and were used as a measurement to detect the players’ success.
Tao et al. [172] assessed the learning performance in a business simulation game and set it in
correlation with the game’s difficulty. Schadenberg et al. [148] investigated how children could be
kept motivated by assessing the skill level and performance by using DDA. Similar DDA approaches
were investigated by Silva et al. [156] or Orvis et al. [127]. Progress and performance are related to
challenge and difficulty (e.g., Hung et al. [76], Tao et al. [172]) and can be used as a measurement
technique for several other values (see Figure 5).
In this context, we found the works of Johnson et al. [81] and Tang et al. [170], who used the
word stuck to describe players who deviated from their path to their goal.
5.1.6 Cognitive Load. Our experts mentioned mental overload as a possible result of being stuck,
which we also found with the SLR (1.3 %; see Figure 4). The basic cognitive load theory was
described by Sweller in 1988 [165] and extended by him and other researchers in the following
years [34, 166]. The players’ mental effort is linked to their individual cognitive load [128, 158].
Yang et al. [187] investigated how cognitive complexity influences learning performance and had
the result that an appropriate amount of cognitive load improves the learning results, especially of
low-achieving students, but also has a negative interaction with their anxiety. Hsu [75] showed
that cognitive load depends on a students’ learning style and that it is lower for a serial approach
compared to a global one. They further evaluated the effects on flow (see previous flow theory
section). These works show that cognitive load is also linked to other concepts such as performance,
affective state, and flow.
5.2

Taxonomy of Measures for Stuck-Related States

During our synthesis, we found a variety of techniques for measuring stuck-related states, and
we created a taxonomy of useful measures for detecting them. After performing a morphological
analysis, we obtained a multidimensional matrix (see Figure 5), also known as Zwicky-Box [195],
which is a well-established tool for the creation of design spaces or taxonomies (e.g., [47, 71]). The
two axes that span the taxonomy are the dimensions measurement value (D1) and measurement
technique (D2). Each dimension has several subcategories, which define the rows and columns
of the matrix. The combination of row and column subcategories defines a cell that summarizes
specific measurement methods used in the analyzed papers.
D1 represents a selection of feeling-based stuck-related measures based on the most frequently
used SLR terms shown in Figure 4, which are anxiety, arousal, boredom, cognitive load, engagement,
flow, frustration, motivation, stress, and valence. D2 represents measurement techniques, which are
grouped similarly as by Schrader et al. [151] into the subcategories physiological data, gameplay data,
and questionnaire. As part of the synthesis, we analyzed 104 papers to determine which techniques
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were used for measuring stuck-related concepts3 . We only included papers in the taxonomy that
applied measurement techniques and no summaries of different methods such as Foutsitzi et al. [56].
5.2.1 Physiological Data. Physiological data are used in automated data collection approaches
based on the human body, which often require dedicated sensors (e.g., cameras [139, 190] or
electrodes [51, 74]). Following Bian et al. [15], we divide physiological measures into first-level
indicators consisting of second-level indicators that measure different states of the same body function
and use their classification. For example, the two second-level indicators, respiratory rate [15] and
chest cavity expansion [27] measure human respiration and are, therefore, part of the first-level
indicator respiratory activity. In our synthesis, we found many second-level indicators that only
appeared once. Therefore, we categorized them into the first-level indicators, cardiovascular activity
(CA) and electrodermal activity (EDA), to provide a more compact overview. CA includes, e.g.,
measures for heart rate [14], heart interbeat interval [68], and blood volume pulse [27], and has been
mostly used to detect arousal [96], emotions (boredom [157], frustration [97]), and to assess player
engagement [27]. EDA includes, e.g., measures for skin conductance [116, 186] and was used by
Katmada et al. to detect arousal and anxiety [85], and engagement [86]. Other first-level indicators are
cortisol concentration [189], electroencephalography (EEG) [74], electromyography (EMG) [15], and
skin temperature [86]. In addition, researchers used body movement-related measures, such as facial
expressions [159], eye-tracking data [97], and head posture [19]. We found that most physiological
measurement techniques can provide information of multiple stuck-related states but were seldom
or never used for cognitive load or motivation in our papers sample.
5.2.2 Gameplay Data. Gameplay data measurement techniques are automated online evaluation
approaches embedded into the game or employ offline evaluations via data collections. The goal is to
infer players’ state by evaluating information of what the player does in-game [151]. We identified
two dominant groups according to their characteristics, which allowed us to cluster many of the
measurement techniques. The first group contains player performance measures (e.g., [7, 69, 141]),
which measure the current progress of the player within the game, such as completed levels [7],
gameplay time [88], or number of points [120]. Such data can then be used to derive the players’
state using online or offline methods. For example, Frommel et al. [58] applied a machine learning
approach using player performance (in combination with input features) to predict affect. While the
majority of measures from the player performance group were applied online during gameplay, Fu
et al. [60] and O’Rourke et al. [126] used activity logs to log all player data to analyze it offline. The
second group contains player behavior measures (e.g., [89, 161, 167]), which describe the behavior
of the player during the execution of a task [167] and provides, for example, information about
player movement [181]. In addition to these two groups, we found other gameplay measures worth
mentioning individually, such as controller sensors [58, 170, 181], keystroke analysis [157, 170], and
touch pressure [58, 110].
5.2.3 Questionnaires. Questionnaires examine the player’s subjective perception of stuck-related
states. We found at least one questionnaire for each measurement value that was self-developed by
the respective authors and therefore had no name (e.g., [14, 18, 180]). Established questionnaires
were also frequently used, which contain subscales for assessing e.g., flow or emotions such as
frustration, boredom, and engagement. Some of these questionnaires are, e.g., Game Engagement
Questionnaire (GengQ) [69], Game Experience Questionnaire (GexpQ) [113], Immersive Experience
Questionnaire (IEQ) [114], Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) [148], Simulator Sickness Questionnaire
(SSQ) [113], 4-Alternative-Forced-Choice (4-AFC) [181], Game Flow Inventory (GFI) [157], Modified
Differential Emotions Scale (M-DES) [96], Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) [184], Engagement Sample
3 See

the column "Stuck measurement concept" in the supplementary spreadsheet.
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D1: Measurement Value

Physiological Data

D2: Measurement Technique
Gameplay Data

Questionnaire

Anxiety

CA [4, 27, 85, 86, 157],
EDA [4, 27, 85, 86],
EEG [4], Facial Expressions [169],
Respiratory Activity [4, 27],
Skin Temperature [27, 85, 86]

Keystroke Analysis [157]

Flow State Scale [29],
Language Anxiety Scale [75, 187],
Learning Experience Survey [103],
Self-Developed [18, 72]

Arousal

CA [15, 96], EDA [27, 51, 85, 96, 186],
EEG [15, 74, 113], EMG [15],
Facial Expressions [26],
Respiratory Activity [15]

Controller Sensors [58],
Player Performance [58],
Touch Pressure [58, 110]

Affect Grid [68], GexpQ [113], IEQ [113],
SAM [27, 58, 148], SSQ [113],
Self-Developed [1, 27, 51, 74]

Boredom

CA [4, 14, 27, 86, 97, 157],
EDA [4, 27, 86, 157], EEG [4, 97, 157],
Eye Tracking Data [97],
Facial Expressions [14, 26, 169],
Respiratory Activity [4, 27],
Skin Temperature [27, 86]

Controller Sensors [181],
Keystroke Analysis [157],
Player Behaviour [181],
Player Performance [57]

4-AFC [181],
Dialogue-Based Self-Reports [57],
Flow State Scale [29], GFI [157],
Learning Experience Survey [103],
M-DES [96], VAS [184],
Self-Developed [14, 18, 97]

Cognitive
Load

EEG [74]

Working Memory Task [189]

Cognitive Load Scale [75, 187],
Subjective Mental Effort
Questionnaire [67],
Self-Developed [74]

Engagement

Body Movement [139], CA [27, 86, 97],
EDA [27, 86], EEG [97, 113],
Eye Tracking Data [97],
Facial Expressions [19, 139],
Head Posture [19],
Respiratory Activity [27],
Skin Temperature [27, 86]

Consumer Video Game
Engagement [1],
Player Behaviour [167],
Engagement Survey [146], ESQ [150],
Player Performance [7, 60, 69, 88, 99, 120,
GengQ [69, 88, 139], GexpQ [113],
126, 134, 139, 141]
IEQ [113, 114], SSQ [113], VAS [184],
Self-Developed [32, 70, 97, 190]

Flow

CA [4, 15, 68],
Respiratory Activity [4, 15, 68],
EDA [4, 157], EEG [4, 15, 157], EMG [15],
Facial Expressions [26, 169]

Keystroke Analysis [157],
Player Performance [106, 193]

EGameFlow [153],
Flow Scale [73, 75, 92],
FSS-2 [29, 68],
Flow Short-Scale [15, 53, 193],
GengQ [4, 139], GFI [157],
Learning Experience Survey [103],
Self-Developed [18, 72, 147, 180]

Frustration

CA [97], EDA [116, 186], EEG [74, 97],
Eye Tracking Data [97],
Facial Expressions [14, 26, 116, 159],
Speech [159]

Controller Sensors [170, 181],
Keystroke Analysis [170],
Player Behaviour [161, 181],
Player Performance [57],
Touch Pressure [110]

4-AFC [19, 181],
Dialogue-Based Self-Reports [57],
Self-Developed [24, 97, 105, 110, 159]

Player Behaviour [89],
Player Performance [69, 167]

AMS [179], Engagement Survey [146],
QCM [67], Free-Choice Method [148],
IMI [10, 69, 119],
Learning Motivation Measure [187],
MSLQ [103],
Self-Developed [18, 105, 127, 141, 172]

Motivation

Stress

CA [14, 186],
Cortisol Concentration [189],
EDA [186], EEG [74],
Facial Expressions [14],
Skin Temperature [190]

Valence

CA [15], EEG [15, 113, 74], EMG [15],
Facial Expressions [26],
Respiratory Activity [15]

Rating Scale Mental Effort [186],
Self-Developed [14, 74]

Controller Sensors [58],
Player Performance [58],
Touch Pressure [58]

Affect Grid [68], GexpQ [113], I3E [189],
IEQ [113], SAM [27, 58], SSQ [113],
Self-Developed [27, 51, 74]

Fig. 5. A taxonomy of measures used for the detection of stuck-related states obtained by a morphological
analysis. They are categorized into the taxonomy’s cells by measurement value (D1) and the used measurement
technique (D2). Abbreviations are explained in the text.
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Questionnaire (ESQ) [150], Flow State Scale 2 (FSS-2) [68], Academic Motivation Scale (AMS) [179],
Questionnaire on Current Motivation (QCM) [67], Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) [10], Motivated
Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) [103], and Inventory of Three-dimensional Emotions
(I3E) [189].
5.3

Countermeasures for Stuck-Related States

In our synthesis, we identified 59 papers (56.7 %) that contained countermeasure techniques to
prevent or exit stuck-related states. 34 papers contained an evaluation of the countermeasure
effectiveness, from which 25 papers reported a positive effect in the form of increased player
performance and/or PX, while eight papers reported at least partially or neutral countermeasure
effects4 . We grouped all found countermeasure techniques into three types, according to their
aim: adjusting the difficulty of the game content (56.3 %), supporting the players’ problem-solving
process (38.0 %), and positively regulating the players’ behavior (5.6 %) (see Figure 6).

Type

Problem-Solving
Support

Game
Difficulty
Adjustment

No Evaluation
Dynamic Difficulty
Adjustment

[12, 13, 26, 28, 56, 58, 80,
85, 86, 97, 102, 115, 116,
130, 144, 168, 169]

Self-adjustment
Performance
Feedback
Hints
Supporting Tools

Positive Behavior Regulation

Positive Results

Results
Neutral/Mixed Results

Negative Results

[4, 19, 20, 57, 69, 107, 114,
119, 127, 133, 156, 175,
[32, 88, 125, 134, 146, 148]
190]
[119, 152]

[24, 75]

[49, 56, 58, 63, 65, 73, 193]

[8, 29, 70, 120, 177]

[148]

[56, 63, 81, 85, 171]

[76, 89, 99, 161, 170]

[84]

[177, 187]

[63]

[8, 29, 161]

[126]

Fig. 6. An overview of the countermeasures to prevent or exit stuck-related states that we found in our
synthesis. They are categorized into the cells according to their type and the reported results.

5.3.1 Game Difficulty Adjustment. Game difficulty adjustment techniques are based on the principle
that it is easier to reach a goal in a game when the difficulty is appropriate for the players. This
prevents them from perceiving negative stuck-related states by altering in-game elements. 65.2 %
of the papers that used and evaluated these countermeasures could show a positive effect on player
performance and/or enjoyment.
With 36 papers, the most common adjustment technique in our SLR is DDA, which automatically
changes gameplay parameters. Frommel et al. [57] showed that DDA based on players’ self-reported
emotions boredom and frustration led to a decreased number of fails and a level of challenge that
was perceived as more suitable in comparison to constantly and increasing difficulty in a platformer
online game. Similar performance increases, as well as motivational ones, were stated by Orvis et
al. [127]. But DDA does not always mean to decrease the difficulty. Masanobu et al. [107] showed
that a difficulty increase when players feel pressure followed by a decrease just exactly before the
point when a player actually fails can be enjoyable.
Instead of automatically adapting the game difficulty, another approach is to give the control
to the player. Nagle et al. [119] used this concept of self-adjustment in a memory training game
4 See

the columns "Stuck countermeasures", "Countermeasure effectiveness measured", and "Results/effectiveness of countermeasure" in the supplementary spreadsheet.
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and compared it with a performance-based DDA approach. Player performance was higher in
the DDA variant, but PX was rated higher in the self-adjustment variant. A positive effect of
self-adjustment was also reported by Schrader and Nett [152], leading to a higher perception of
control and enjoyment as well as a lower perception of frustration and anger. Self-adjustment is
further applicable to educational games. Ting-Chia [75] let participants select their vocabulary
learning sequence, which resulted in higher flow but also higher cognitive load. This trade-off
between enjoyment and performance has to be considered when choosing the appropriate difficulty
adjustment technique.
5.3.2 Problem-Solving Support. Problem-solving process support techniques facilitate players to
make progress and achieve goals by supporting them while in-game content and difficulty stay the
same. 85.7 % of the papers that used and evaluated these countermeasures could show a positive
effect on player performance and/or enjoyment.
13 of the papers that used a problem-solving process support technique offered some kind of
performance feedback to the player. This helps players to assess themselves by presenting game
scores, wrong answer correction, or gameplay progress to them [63]. Chen and Sun [29] and Hicks
et al. [70] showed that performance feedback can have a positive effect on player performance and
flow.
Giving hints in the form of short instructions or clues according to the in-game progress is more
advanced, and eleven papers used them to support the player. The most were textual, as shown
by Kickmeier-Rust et al. [89], who gave guidance and support in a geographical knowledge game
leading to better player performance. Lee et al. [99] came to the same result by displaying textual
suggestions in a game to learn programming concepts. Hung et al. [76] used different visual hints in
a puzzle game, which improved learner involvement and decreased anxiety. Sun et al. [161] placed
visual hints in a Sudoku game, which resulted in a higher sense of challenge, control, and desire
for achievement. In contrast, O’Rourke et al. [126] are the only ones who demonstrated negative
effects of hints. They compared four different textual hint systems in a browser game and noticed
worse player performance compared to a version without hints, but their hints did not always
address the players’ current confusion due to a missing adaption to the players.
Besides offering feedback and hints, supporting tools can be used to decrease the cognitive load
of players. Kang et al. [84] provided statistics of the use of ten different tools to share cognitive load,
support cognitive processes, support cognitive activities, and support hypothesis generation in a
serious game. As shown by Yang et al. [187], balancing cognitive load can lead to better learning
performance.
5.3.3 Positive Behavior Regulation. Positive behavior regulation techniques have the goal to positively influence the behavior and motivation of the player while the game content stays the
same and no additional support is provided. The idea is to achieve better performance by raising
the players’ motivation to search for solutions and thereby increase the probability of achieving
personal goals. Techniques from this countermeasure type are quite rare, and only four papers
used techniques from this type. While Sun et al. [161] and Gavriushenko et al. [63] presented
the concept of a reward system, Apostolakis et al. [8] made use of positive reinforcement, and
Chen and Sun [29] relied on self-regulation of individuals by promoting players to constantly
evaluate and analyze their ongoing situations, in order to make better investments in activities.
Three concepts (see Figure 6) led to positive effects on player performance or PX in combination
with other countermeasure types but were not evaluated independently.
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DISCUSSION

In this section, we will discuss the previously presented results of our SLR and combine them
with the results of our expert interviews to answer our RQs. The first section will answer RQ 1,
"What are frequently used terms for "being stuck" in games?", by discussing the found related terms.
The subsequent three sections will answer RQ 2, "How can the state of "being stuck" in games be
defined?", by first discussing major stuck-related concepts in preparation for presenting our stuck
state definition and finally describing this definition with a continuum. The following section will
answer RQ 3, "How can games detect if players are stuck?", by discussing the taxonomy of the found
stuck measurements, before the last section will answer RQ 4, "How can games help players when
stuck?", by discussing the found stuck countermeasures.
6.1

Terms Related to the State of "Being Stuck"

Since 15 of our expert terms have reappeared in the SLR, we conclude that the experts’ opinions
are generally consistent with existing research (see Figure 4). Some terms (e.g., skill and difficulty)
were not rated highly relevant by the experts but appeared more frequently in the SLR. In contrast,
more relevant rated terms did not appear in the SLR as often as expected (e.g., motivation and
confusion). Six interview terms the experts considered relevant did not reappear in the SLR. These
findings indicate that existing research does not cover the whole state of "being stuck". This is in
line with the result that the term stuck itself was only found five times. Since the expert interviews
showed that "being stuck" is a relevant state, the reason could be that publications avoid using
this term, as it is not yet properly defined. We assume that publications, therefore, often rely on
well-defined approaches to describe stuck-related states (e.g., flow, difficulty, and challenge; see
Figure 4). This underlines the relevance of our investigation of the state of "being stuck" in this
work so that researchers in the future can rely on our definition when using this term and therefore
use it more often.
We conclude that Figure 4 provides a hierarchical list of frequently used terms related to the
state of "being stuck" that will help researchers to find related works more easily. This list answers
our RQ 1, "What are frequently used terms for "being stuck" in games?", and is furthermore a basis
for our following "being stuck" state definition.
6.2

Major Stuck-Related Concepts

Figure 4 shows that we found several terms related to the state of "being stuck". As we have shown
in our results section most of them are related among themselves. We will now discuss how they
are related to the state of "being stuck" and why they are not similar.
6.2.1 Flow Theory. Flow is a concept that is different from "being stuck" but closely related because
it describes a state between boredom and anxiety and is related to skill and challenge [38]. Further
characteristics stated by our experts match with those shown by Csikszentmihalyi [39]. These are
the chance to reach a clear goal, having positive emotions like enjoyment, and to define it as a
continuum.
In a flow state, the player is unlikely to be stuck. Therefore, the flow level can be used as an
inverse measure to detect the stuck state. Whenever players leave perfect flow, this means that they
possibly could have become stuck. Nevertheless, flow is not the opposite of stuck. Inverting the
flow theory and calling it stuck theory will not work. There are situations when players are not in
flow but are not stuck either. Repetitive tasks could lead to boredom, which will end the flow state
without players ever getting stuck. There are also situations when players are in flow but stuck.
Players could experience flow and high levels of enjoyment when they are solving side quests in
role-playing games (RPGs). However, they are maybe only engaging with these side quests because
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they are stuck on the main story without even noticing it. This may be only a minor issue for
leisure games, but considering educational games, it is important that players who are stuck with
their main progress are directed back to their main topic of interest. This shows that flow theory
can be used as an indicator for stuck detection, but it cannot completely describe the state of "being
stuck".
6.2.2 Challenge and Difficulty. The concept of perceived challenge [45, 46], i.e., challenge conceptualized as a player experience state, likely is associated with the feeling of "being stuck", in
that a player who feels stuck probably perceives a challenge that is too high. However, it is not so
easy to just conceptualize the experience of "being stuck" as another form of perceived challenge
or difficulty. For instance, a player might feel stuck when not knowing what to do next without
engaging in, and as a result perceiving, any challenge at all. Nevertheless, the association with the
feeling of "being stuck" makes it possible to use challenge and difficulty as indicators for the stuck
state.
6.2.3 Affective State. According to the expert interviews, negative emotions such as frustration are
directly correlated with the feeling of "being stuck", whereas positive emotions such as enjoyment
are inversely correlated. Similar to flow, emotions can be indicators for stuck but cannot predict it
in every situation. An example is anxiety that can be high when players face new challenges. This
can be caused by actual consequences when not fulfilling a task but also just by the fear that their
own skills are not sufficient but never becoming stuck.
6.2.4 Engagement. Affective engagement describes a complex emotional state and is further linked
to flow [20]. Flow and engagement can perfectly correlate, as can be seen by the flow associated questions of the Game Engagement Questionnaire (GengQ) [25]. Engagement is, therefore,
an inverse measure for detecting stuck. Emotions can also influence cognitive and behavioral
engagement [131], which shows that there are interdependencies.
Engagement is a perfect example why we propose to use multiple measures for describing a
player’s stuck state. Concepts described in literature often use multiple basic aspects like several
emotions or define conditions and group them together to new concepts like flow or engagement.
Although these concepts overlap, their basic principles and characteristics are different. In a similar
way, multiple aspects can and should be considered to describe the stuck state in a reliable way.
6.2.5 Progress and Performance. Whenever progress is not possible for a defined period of time,
this results in low performance, when defined as progress per time interval. In such situations, it is,
according to our experts, very likely that players feel stuck. However, as a feeling is subjective, the
lack of progress and performance does not necessarily instantly cause the stuck state. It will take a
different subjective amount of time until different players actually feel it. Even with bad performance
or low progress, some players might not feel stuck immediately. This has to be considered when
using progress or performance as a measure, and maybe another measure such as flow or affective
state should be used as well.
6.2.6 Cognitive Load. Cognitive load theory is related to the capacity of the working memory [34].
When a high cognitive load is needed to master a task, further cognitive capabilities are not available
for other processes such as learning [165] and reaching one’s goal. Due to this correlation, it can
be used as a measure for the stuck state. An example is a player who is overextended by the game
controls, resulting in not being able to learn the content presented in the virtual environment.
Negative effects of high cognitive load are not only limited to educational settings. In leisure games,
it could be possible that players are not able to solve a puzzle or perform a complex combination of
inputs, which results in them entering the stuck state.
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Stuck Definition

Considering RQ 2, "How can the state of "being stuck" in games be defined?", our findings show that
none of the related and already existing concepts is able to fully describe the state of "being stuck".
Based on the expert interviews, we present a preliminary definition involving that (1) it means that
players cannot reach their goal, (2) it is associated with negative emotions and mental overload
and therefore subjective, and (3) is a non-binary continuous state. This definition can be grounded
and specified by the data of the SLR.
The SLR showed that in 88.5 % of the synthesized 104 papers, participants had to solve a task
to reach a goal such as achieving a high score in Tetris [14, 27, 28, 68, 97, 107, 157], solving an
escape-room game [73, 171, 189], or learning a language [58, 72, 75, 146, 159, 175, 187]5 . This
highlights the relevance and relationship of a task with a goal in every research setup that did
measure stuck-related concepts. Considering these results and the statements of our experts, we
conclude that this relationship also applies to the "being stuck" state.
Figure 5 shows how the synthesized papers measured concepts related to the state of "being
stuck". All measurement techniques and measurement values target emotions, cognitive load, or
other highly individual or personal, and therefore subjective, states. This is in line with our experts,
and we conclude that this also applies to the "being stuck" state.
All discussed concepts have in common that they describe states e.g., flow or cognitive load, as
continuous. This is in line with our synthesis, which shows that 82.7% of the 104 papers defined
their stuck-related states as non-binary, which means that these states could increase and decrease
their value on a continuum6 . Even those papers that used binary states often only applied thresholds
to continuous concepts (e.g., see Frommel et al. [58] or Bitrián et al. [18]). Considering these results
and the statements of our experts, we conclude that a continuous definition should also be used for
the "being stuck" state, as this allows a dynamically changing stuck level representing the degree
to which a player feels stuck.
Based on these findings, we define "being stuck" as follows:
Being stuck is a continuous subjective state that occurs when a player cannot reach the
personal goal.
To describe this definition further and make it applicable for researchers and game developers,
we created a stuck continuum based on this definition (see Figure 7).
6.4

Stuck Continuum

Our definition states that stuck is a continuous state and as such defined by a continuum as shown
in Figure 7. The personal stuck level could have any value inside the stuck continuum, representing
players’ subjective feelings of how much they feel stuck. The stuck level can increase or decrease,
depending on specific causes, while measurements can determine its value. We will refer to causes
that lead to an increase of the personal stuck level as triggers and to approaches that reduce it as
countermeasures. We use the term indicators for measures that are useful to determine the stuck level
and detect changes. We visualize this relationship between triggers, indicators, and countermeasures
as a functional chain in our continuum (see Figure 7).
An indicator can be directly measured (e.g., stress level [189]), and it can also be part of a broader
concept (e.g., flow with anxiety and boredom [4, 29], or affective state with arousal and valence [68]).
Indicators measure a subjective feeling of players that is directly linked to the feeling of "being stuck"
5 See

the column "Participants’ goal + task" in the supplementary spreadsheet.

6 See the column "Are the "being stuck" related terms defined as binary state (stuck or not)" in the supplementary spreadsheet.
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Individual Thresholds
Triggers

Low
Stuck Level

High
Stuck Level

Indicators

Countermeasures
Comfortable Stuck Zone

Moderate
Stuck Zone

Stuck Zone

Countermeasure Area

Fig. 7. Stuck Continuum: This continuum represents the player’s subjective stuck level, which could have any
value between the maximum and the minimum and has no scale to be generalizable. It shows the triggers,
indicators, and countermeasures functional chain to manipulate and measure the player’s personal stuck
level. Two thresholds are defined to create stuck level zones and an area to apply countermeasures whenever
the stuck level leaves the comfortable zone.

and their stuck level. As previously discussed, several of our explained stuck-related concepts can be
used as an indicator, but a single arbitrary indicator is no exclusive or absolute stuck measurement,
as their concepts are related but not equal to the state of "being stuck". Therefore, the measurement
accuracy to determine the player’s stuck level increases with the number of indicators that can
be validated and interpreted. Further possible indicators are shown in our stuck measurement
taxonomy (see Figure 5) introduced in the previous results section.
Triggers are the reason why a stuck level increases, such as low performance [127, 146] or too
high challenge [6, 178], which are mostly present for a longer period of time. Triggers and indicators
are both quantifiable. An occurrence of a trigger does not necessarily instantly affect the stuck
level as they represent an objective measure and no subjective state. They only affect the stuck
level when they are perceived by the player and therefore influence indicators, e.g., when they
increase frustration. Therefore, triggers are only indirectly correlated to the stuck level. Multiple
triggers may influence the stuck level at the same time, while a single trigger may influence multiple
indicators simultaneously.
Countermeasures are approaches to decrease the stuck level. They try to support the player by
modifying game difficulty [57, 107, 119, 127] or providing hints [76, 89, 99]. Several examples and
their effectiveness were shown in the previous results section (see Figure 6). Similar to triggers,
countermeasures have only an indirect correlation to the stuck level, as they represent no subjective
states either, but may positively manipulate stuck indicators and therefore may decrease a player’s
stuck level. As with triggers, multiple countermeasures may influence the stuck level at the same
time, while a single countermeasure may influence multiple indicators simultaneously.
Measures exist that can be interpreted as triggers, countermeasures, or indicators. Challenge,
for example, can be objectively adjusted, like the selected difficulty, which is a characteristic of
triggers if increased or of countermeasures when decreased. But challenge also has a subjective
interpretation, which can be referred to as perceived challenge (see Denisova et al. [45, 46]). In this
case, challenge is related to a player’s feeling, which is a characteristic of indicators. We will clarify
this in this work whenever we use an ambiguous type of measure and advice to consider this when
using our continuum.
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Our stuck definition states that a personal stuck threshold exists, which divides the continuum
into an area of an acceptable and unacceptable stuck state. According to our definition, this means
that the stuck level is acceptable for players until they have the subjective feeling that the personal
goal cannot be reached. When this occurs, meaning that the personal stuck threshold is exceeded,
players enter the unacceptable stuck state. Since countermeasures should be taken before the player
exceeds this unacceptable stuck threshold, we have integrated a second moderate stuck threshold,
which spans the range from which countermeasures should be taken. These two individual thresholds
span three distinct zones, which are the individual comfortable stuck zone, moderate stuck zone,
and stuck zone, which can be used to define concrete countermeasures. Whereas no actions are
necessary if players are within the comfortable stuck zone, countermeasures should be applied when
the moderate stuck zone is reached, which in the best case prevent players from ever reaching the
unacceptable stuck threshold and getting stuck. Nevertheless, countermeasures should not stop
when a player is stuck, which is why the countermeasure area covers both zones.
We summarize that we created a stuck continuum based on our definition of the state of "being
stuck", which helps to actively detect and prevent this unintended state in the future. We propose
that games should implement our stuck continuum in their game mechanics to improve PX and
prevent players from churning.
6.5

Taxonomy of Measures for Stuck-Related States

Figure 5 shows that the total number of gameplay data measures was lower than the number of
physiological data measures and questionnaire measures. This highlights that researchers determined
indicators reflective of stuck-related states mostly via game-independent measurements, which
shows promising potential for future work. Only gameplay data-based measures are capable of
online stuck state detection compared to interrupting or delayed questionnaires (e.g., [57, 58, 67, 68,
96, 113, 157]) and require no external sensors as most physiological measures (e.g., [51, 74, 139, 190]).
New emerging hardware such as virtual reality (VR) offers further possibilities and built-in sensors
for measurement as proposed by Drey et al. [48], and learning analytics can detect patterns as
proposed by Müller and Fritz [117], which shows potential for future work. As data-based gameplay
measures work with standard hardware and standard games, they should be investigated more in
the future to enable online stuck detection for the mass market.
Our taxonomy does not claim completeness, as it is based on our SLR’s papers set. Therefore,
cells in the matrix may be empty (e.g., measuring motivation with physiological data), but this does
not mean that no measurement technique exists. It just means that no papers in our synthesis used
such measures. Nevertheless, we argue that the population of our taxonomy is representative, as our
synthesis paper set was gained through a SLR following the PRISMA guidelines [111, 112]. With our
taxonomy, we want to support researchers and game developers in selecting appropriate indicators
for our stuck definition and continuum by providing a structured overview of measurement
techniques and answer therewith RQ 3, "How can games detect if players are stuck?".
6.6

Countermeasures for Stuck-Related States

Our countermeasures overview shows that game difficulty adjustment, problem-solving support, and
positive behavior regulation can all positively influence e.g., challenge, performance, motivation,
enjoyment, flow or anxiety and, therefore, the stuck level according to our definition and continuum.
The results of Ting-Chia [75] for self-adjustment difficulty and O’Rourke et al. [126] for supportive
hints both endorse our stuck definition in being a subjective individual state, which also requires
individualized countermeasures. Ting-Chia [75] further states that there is a trade-off between
enjoyment and performance regarding the appropriate difficulty. This highlights that the multiple
possible triggers and indicators of our continuum can sometimes be contradictory. This is not an
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issue, on the contrary, it supports our stuck continuum in including multiple triggers and indicators
to describe the perceived stuck level of a player.
Our definition and the continuum define stuck as an undesirable state with multiple negative
effects on the PX. Countermeasures to reduce the stuck level are equally important as triggers or
indicators (see Figure 7). Therefore, it is problematic that only a few papers investigated countermeasures and evaluated their effectiveness. This offers opportunities for future research, and we
encourage researchers to close this gap.
While this summary of countermeasures is not exhaustive, we provide a representative overview
(see Figure 6), as it is based on a SLR. This overview should help researchers and game developers
in selecting appropriate countermeasures for our stuck definition and continuum and answers
therewith RQ 4, "How can games help players when stuck?".
7

LIMITATIONS

While there was scarce research explicitly investigating "being stuck" in games, we had assumptions
about what "being stuck" in games could mean, which influenced how we defined our RQs. To avoid
selection of existing research biased by our assumptions, we widened our expectations through
expert interviews and conducted a SLR based on the PRISMA guidelines [111, 112]. This way, we
might have missed concepts that are potentially relevant for the state of "being stuck", but we
achieved a more objective and holistic definition.
We limited the terms of the SLR database search query to a subset of those mentioned in the
expert interviews. We did this to keep the SLR focused and the resulting set of papers manageable.
Even without explicitly searching for some terms, our results show that relevant concepts were
part of the results, despite not being part of the query (see Figure 4). This can be explained by the
fact that 79.8 % of our 104 analyzed papers used more than one related term, which means that a
paper found by one term delivered further terms that were not part of the query. Our taxonomy of
stuck-related measures (see Figure 5) emphasizes this as well, as it is quite uniformly filled, which
implies that our 104 paper SLR set is covering a wide variety of important research.
Our findings are limited by our search context (particularly considering games), with the results
potentially excluding research in non-game contexts. We assume our findings might be useful for
understanding "being stuck" in non-game contexts as well, but this requires further research, e.g.,
considering that lack of progress might be more detrimental in less playful contexts.
As previously stated, the results of the SLR show that there is scarce existing research that
explicitly investigates "being stuck" (see Figure 4). Therefore, we used related concepts, such as
flow, challenge, affective state, or cognitive load, to triangulate what constitutes the nature of
"being stuck" in games. As a result, our definition of "being stuck" is affected by those states and
does overlap their definitions in some regard. Nevertheless, "being stuck" is not fully covered by
any existing concept. This suggests the value of our findings, while future research is necessary
to improve the theoretical separation to other concepts. It is further necessary to validate our
definition as well as the continuum with quantified measures including questionnaires. This will
also show if our definition can cover all possible types of "being stuck".
8

FUTURE WORK

We presented the continuum of "being stuck" (see Figure 7) based on findings from expert interviews and a SLR, but we have not yet implemented and evaluated it in practice. There is much
room for such future research involving research questions, such as which triggers, indicators, or
countermeasures to choose. Further, we have yet to define how to quantify the stuck level, e.g., in
terms of measurement units or how much individual concepts such as flow contribute to it. We
require more research to define specific thresholds and the sizes of the zones, which depend on the
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players’ individual characteristics, such as frustration tolerance. Measurement methods should be
created that are able to determine them based on appropriate indicators.
To do so, we would advise researchers first to select a subset of indicators, such as arousal,
boredom, cognitive load, flow, or frustration including appropriate measures (see Figure 5). They
should be measurable in a game that also has stuck triggers, e.g., increasing difficulty. In a user study,
the indicators can then be continuously measured while the game difficulty is constantly increased.
Participants should be instructed to report when they feel a moderate stuck level (first threshold of
the continuum; see Figure 7) as well as when they feel stuck (second threshold of the continuum).
The measurement values of the indicators can then be correlated with the participants’ stuck reports
to create an automatic stuck level detection for games. As a next step, we would advise researchers
to combine the automatic stuck level detection with automatic countermeasures, such as to provide
hints or decrease the difficulty. In a user study, it should be evaluated if this leads to a decreased
stuck level as our continuum predicts it. When this is confirmed, an approach for automatic stuck
level detection as well as automatic reduction was created that could be implemented in games for
stuck prevention.
We only presented and discussed the results of our SLR synthesis that were necessary to answer
our RQs. Our supplementary spreadsheet shows that we have not evaluated information about the
contributions according to Wobbrock and Kientz [185], the free-text descriptions of contributions,
the used platform/type of system, the used RQs, study details, and the education topic. These
data are useful for further insights about the included papers and might be used to find other
underexplored research fields related to the state of "being stuck" for future work.
9 CONCLUSION
To define the state of "being stuck" in games, we conducted 13 expert interviews and a SLR with
104 relevant papers selected from 4022 candidates. We found that "being stuck" in games is related
to multiple existing concepts but is still a unique state that we defined as continuous and subjective,
which occurs when a player’s personal goal cannot be reached. The SLR results showed that existing
literature mainly covers established related concepts, but explicit stuck-related conceptual research
is rarely present, a gap we targeted with our RQs. In conclusion, we have created a structured
concept for a previously undefined but commonly used term by defining the state of "being stuck" in
games that complements existing ones. Further, we provided a continuum based on our definition,
presented a taxonomy of stuck-related measurements, and discussed countermeasures and their
effectiveness. Our concept is a profound base for the implementation of game mechanics, preventing
players from getting stuck.
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